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Criterion A: Language 

How successfully does the candidate command written language? 

• To what extent is the vocabulary appropriate and varied?

• To what extent are the grammatical structures varied?

• To what extent does the accuracy of the language contribute to effective communication?

Marks Level descriptor 

0 The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below. 

1-2

Command of the language is limited 
Vocabulary is sometimes appropriate to the task. 
Basic grammatical structures are used. 
Language contains errors in basic structures. Abundant repetition and inaccuracies 
interfere with meaning. 

3-4

Command of the language is generally effective. 
Vocabulary is generally appropriate to the task, and varied. 
Some basic grammatical structures are used, with some attempts to use more complex 
structures. 
Language is generally accurate for basic structures, but errors occur in more complex 
structures. Errors at times interfere with communication. 

5-6

Command of the language is effective and mostly accurate. 
Vocabulary is appropriate to the task, and varied. 
A variety of basic and more complex grammatical structures is used effectively. 
Language is mostly accurate. Occasional errors do not interfere with communication. 

Language  
Not all errors have the same importance, and examiners should bear this in mind. Some errors 
affect the communication of meaning significantly, and others do not. Also, some errors indicate a 
fundamental lack of command of the language, while others may simply indicate a moment of 
forgetfulness.  

SLIPS – mistakes at all levels of difficulty, but erratic and occasional – eg the candidate normally 
forms past tenses well, but occasionally forgets “-ed”. 

FLAWS – errors occur more regularly, particularly in certain structures – eg past tenses are formed 
correctly quite often, but are not really reliable, and there may be basic confusions (eg past simple 
versus present perfect). 

GAPS – some structures are rarely correct, or simply don’t appear – eg the past tenses are 
needed, but do not appear. 
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Criterion B: Message 

To what extent does the candidate fulfil the task? 
• How relevant are the ideas to the task?

• To what extent are ideas developed?

• To what extent do the clarity and organization of ideas contribute to the successful delivery
of the message?

The “descriptor unpacked” explain the assessment criteria in greater detail. Where a candidate’s 
response does not correspond exactly to a single mark band, the statements in bold should be 
used as a guide for the ‘best fit’ approach. 

Marks Level descriptor Descriptor unpacked 

0 The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below. 

1–2 The task is partially fulfilled. 

Some ideas are relevant. 

Ideas are stated, but with no 
development. 

Ideas are not clearly presented 
and do not follow a logical 
structure, making the message 
difficult to determine. 

The link between the response and task is unclear at 
times; the reader has difficulty in understanding the 
message. 

The response covers only some points in the task, and 
not all the points expressed are relevant. 

Supporting details and/or examples barely feature, if at 
all.  

The ideas do not link well together; inadequate or 
inappropriate use of cohesive devices confuse the 
message. 

3–4 The task is generally fulfilled. 

Most ideas are relevant to the 
task. 

Some ideas are developed with 
some detail and examples. 

Ideas are generally clearly 
presented and the response is 
generally structured in a logical 
manner, leading to a mostly 
successful delivery of the 
message. 

The link between the response and the task is mostly 
clear; the reader’s overall understanding is not 
impeded, despite some ambiguity. 

The response covers most of the points in the task, and 
most of the points expressed are relevant. 

The response includes some supporting details and 
examples. 

The ideas are organized in a logical way; basic cohesive 
devices are used correctly to aid the delivery of the 
message, although they may be areas of slight confusion 
at times. 

5–6 The task is fulfilled 
effectively. 

Ideas are relevant to the task. 

Ideas are developed well, 
providing details and relevant 
examples. 

Ideas are clearly presented and 
the response is structured in a 
logical manner, supporting the 
delivery of the message. 

The link between the response and the task is clear; 
the reader has a good understanding of the message 
conveyed. 

The response covers all the points in the task, and the 
points expressed are relevant. 

The response uses supporting details and examples to 
clarify the message. 

The ideas are organized well; a range of basic cohesive 
devices are used correctly to deliver the message with 
little or no ambiguity. 

Note: When marking candidate responses, keep in mind that neither the factual accuracy of the 
information presented, nor the validity of the candidates’ personal opinions, are being assessed. 
Therefore, scripts that are factually inaccurate should not be marked down, provided the ideas 
presented have coherence and are sufficiently developed.
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Criterion C: Conceptual understanding 

To what extent does the candidate demonstrate conceptual understanding? 

• To what extent is the choice of text type appropriate to the task?

• To what extent are register and tone appropriate to the context, purpose and audience of
the task?

• To what extent does the response incorporate the conventions of the chosen text type?

Marks Level descriptor 

0 The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below. 

1 

Conceptual understanding is limited. 

The choice of text type is generally inappropriate to the context, purpose or audience. 

The register and tone are inappropriate to the context, purpose and audience of the task. 

The response incorporates limited recognizable conventions of the chosen text type. 

2 

Conceptual understanding is mostly demonstrated. 

The choice of text type is generally appropriate to the context, purpose and audience. 

The register and tone, while occasionally appropriate to the context, purpose and audience 
of the task, fluctuate throughout the response. 

The response incorporates some conventions of the chosen text type. 

3 

Conceptual understanding is fully demonstrated. 

The choice of text type is appropriate to the context, purpose and audience. 

The register and tone are appropriate to the context, purpose and audience of the task. 

The response fully incorporates the conventions of the chosen text type. 

Note: Examiners must balance all three elements in criterion C (choice of text type, 
appropriateness of tone and register, and use of text type conventions) to arrive at the final mark. 
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Question specific guidance (Criterion B and C) 

Task 1 

You want to celebrate the end of your high school studies with all the students in your class. Write 
a text to encourage them to mark this moment in their lives. Explain why this celebration is 
important and suggest two or more activities that students can do together. 

Blog Card Speech 

Criterion B: 

Points to be covered: 

• a reference to the context: the class is about to graduate from high school and students in the
class should mark this occasion

• one or more reasons to explain why this celebration is important (they may not see each other
for a long time, school graduation marks a new stage in life…)

• at least two suggestions of activities students can do together to mark this occasion (a
celebratory meal, an excursion, a ceremony…)

Criterion C: 

Choice of text type: 

Text type Rationale 

Appropriate Speech The text type is suited to delivering a message to 
a group of people gathered in a specific place (e.g., 
a meeting in a school). 

Generally appropriate Blog The text type is suited to delivering a message to 
a group of people, but it is a mass media text so it 
is not generally used to contact people the writer 
knows (classmates). However, if the response 
makes clear that the blog is to be read by 
classmates (e.g. a class blog), it may be 
considered “appropriate”. 

Generally inappropriate Card The text type is usually addressed to a single 
recipient and not to a group. It is generally used for 
informing and is not discursive i.e. it would not 
include an explanation or suggestion (as required 
by the task). 

Note: If a response makes the context, audience and purpose of the writing clear, and these 
conform to the task, the “generally appropriate” text type can be considered “appropriate”, and the 
“generally inappropriate” text type can considered “generally appropriate”. 

Register and tone: 

• Register is semi-formal with some informal elements

• Tone is persuasive and enthusiastic

Please refer to the appendix for a list of text type conventions. 
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Task 2 

Your neighbours have phoned to ask you to look after their children because of a family 
emergency. Your parents are not at home. Write a text to inform your parents about the situation: 
where you are, what the emergency is and what you are doing to help the neighbours. 

Blog Email  Message 

Criterion B: 

Points to be covered: 

• a reference to the context: the writer informs their parents about where they are (next door, at
the neighbours’).

• an explanation of why they are at the neighbours’ house with a reference to a specific
emergency (one of the neighbours’ children is in hospital; the parents had to work late
unexpectedly…)  “I am at the neighbours’ because of a family emergency”, without a reference
to a specific event, is not sufficient.

• a description of what the writer is doing to help the neighbours with at least one specific activity
(making dinner, helping with homework, babysitting...). “I am helping the neighbours”. without a
precise example, is not sufficient.

Criterion C: 

Choice of text type: 

Text type Rationale 

Appropriate Message This text type (which may be interpreted as a 
written note/message, WhatsApp message or 
other electronic message) is suited to 
communicating a simple message with people who 
share the same space, or are in close contact (a 
family or friend).  

Generally appropriate Email The text type is suited to communicating with 
individuals or small groups known to the writer, but 
not necessarily with people the writer comes in 
regular contact with (parents). However, if the 
response makes clear that the target audience is 
‘the parents’, it may be considered appropriate. 

Generally inappropriate Blog The text type is primarily a mass media text and 
not usually used to communicate a message to a 
specific person(s). 

Note: If a response makes the context, audience and purpose of the writing clear, and these 
conform to the task, the “generally appropriate” text type can be considered “appropriate”, and the 
“generally inappropriate” text type can considered “generally appropriate”. 

Register and tone: 

• Register is semi-formal to informal

• Tone is informative and possibly anxious.

Please refer to the appendix for a list of text type conventions. 
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Task 3 

As part of your high school exchange programme, you are going to spend three months living with 
a family in an English-speaking country. Write a text to introduce yourself to the family: describe 
your character and your interests and explain why you decided to participate in this exchange 
programme. 

Email Message Speech 

Criterion B: 

Points to be covered: 

• a reference to the purpose of the text: to introduce the writer to an English-speaking family

• at least one reference to the writer’s character (shy, enthusiastic, optimistic...).

• a mention of at least one interest (sports, music, languages…).

• at least one reason for participating in the exchange programme (to travel, to improve their
English, to meet interesting people…).

Criterion C: 

Choice of text type: 

Text type Rationale 

Appropriate Email The text type is suited to personal communication 
with specific people known to the writer, but who 
are not in close proximity. 

Generally appropriate Message The text type (which may be interpreted as a 
written note/message, WhatsApp message or 
other electronic message) is suited for giving 
information, but not necessarily for addressing 
people the writer has not yet met. 

Generally inappropriate Speech The text type is typically used for delivering a 
message to a group of people gathered in a 
specific place (e.g., a meeting). It is not suited to 
addressing one or two people (a host family). 

Note: If a response makes the context, audience and purpose of the writing clear, and these 
conform to the task, the “generally appropriate” text type can be considered “appropriate”, and the 
“generally inappropriate” text type can considered “generally appropriate”. 

Register and tone: 

• Register is semi-formal

• Tone is enthusiastic and informative

Please refer to the appendix for a list of text type conventions. 
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Task 4 

In your town, people prefer to travel by car rather than by public transport. Write a text to explain 
the advantages of using public transport and to suggest two other ways to reduce the traffic in the 
centre of town. 

Article Debate Report 

Criterion B: 

Points to be covered: 

• a reference to the issue: people in the town prefer to travel by car than by public transport

• at least one advantage of using public transport (reduced cost, no difficulty parking, less
pollution in the town centre…)

• two (or more) suggestions to reduce traffic in the centre of town (develop tram and bus
services; provide free bicycles…)

Criterion C: 

Choice of text type: 

Text type Rationale 

Appropriate Article The text type is a mass media text type and is 
suited to providing information to a large audience 
that the writer does not know (people in the town). 

Generally appropriate Report The text type is suited to providing an evaluation of 
something that has taken place (the traffic 
situation), but it is usually intended to be read by a 
specific person not a large audience. If the 
response makes clear that the report has been 
published to be read by the people of the town, it 
may be considered “appropriate”. 

Generally inappropriate Debate The text type is typically used to provide a 
reasoned argument for or against an idea; it is not 
usually a mass media text.  

Note: If a response makes the context, audience and purpose of the writing clear, and these 
conform to the task, the “generally appropriate” text type can be considered “appropriate”, and the 
“generally inappropriate” text type can considered “generally appropriate”. 

Register and tone: 

• Register is semi-formal

• Tone is informative and persuasive.

Please refer to the appendix for a list of text type conventions. 
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Task 5 

As part of the work experience programme at your school, you had a summer job at the local 
library. This experience was generally interesting but sometimes difficult. Write a text for the 
supervisor of the programme to describe what you did, what you enjoyed and what you found 
difficult. 

Email Interview Report 

Criterion B: 

Points to be covered: 

• a reference to the context: a text addressed to the supervisor about work experience at the local
library

• at least one example of the work done in the library (sorting the books, helping customers,
answering questions…)

• at least one reference to an enjoyable aspect of the job (helping children, choosing books for
display). NB. the example should not repeat information already given.

• at least one reference to an aspect which was not enjoyable (working on weekends, not
listening to music or talking while in the library). NB. the example should not repeat information
already given.

Criterion C: 

Choice of text type: 

Text type Rationale 

Appropriate Report The text type is suited to providing an evaluation of 
something that has taken place (work experience), 
to be read by  a specific person (the supervisor). 

Generally appropriate Email The text type is suitable for communicating with a 
person or people known to the writer. However, it 
is less suitable as a formal and evaluative text. 
If the email contains a formal evaluation, such as a 
report, then the choice may be considered 
“appropriate”. 

Generally inappropriate Interview The text type is primarily a mass media text type 
and not usually addressed to a specific person (the 
supervisor). 

Note: If a response makes the context, audience and purpose of the writing clear, and these 
conform to the task, the “generally appropriate” text type can be considered “appropriate”, and the 
“generally inappropriate” text type can considered “generally appropriate”. 

Register and tone: 

• Register is semi formal to formal

• Tone is informative and logical

Please refer to the appendix for a list of text type conventions. 
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Task 6 

Should young people have the right to vote at age 15? Your teacher has asked you to share your 
thoughts on this topic with the class. Write a text either agreeing or disagreeing with this idea. Give 
three reasons to support your opinion. 

Article Debate Interview 

Criterion B: 

Points to be covered: 

• a reference to the topic for discussion (should people have the right to vote at age 15?) and to
the audience (the class)

• the opinion of the speaker: an expression of agreement or disagreement

• three reasons to either agree or disagree. If the candidate gives reasons both to agree and
disagree, award the lower mark in the appropriate mark band.

Criterion C: 

Choice of text type: 

Text type Rationale 

Appropriate Debate The text type is suited to providing a reasoned 
argument for or against an idea (the right to vote at 
15). It is suitable for a school context. 

Generally appropriate Article The text type is suited to communicating ideas of 
general interest to the audience, but it is usually a 
mass media text and not usually used in a small 
group context (the class). The choice may be 
considered “appropriate” if the response makes 
clear that this is an article published in a 
school/class newspaper/magazine/online 
platform. 

Generally inappropriate Interview The text type is primarily a mass media text type 
and not usually written for a small group (the 
class). It is also a text type in which another 
person’s views are presented through a series of 
questions, rather than the writers’ own views.  

Note: If a response makes the context, audience and purpose of the writing clear, and these 
conform to the task, the “generally appropriate” text type can be considered “appropriate”, and the 
“generally inappropriate” text type can considered “generally appropriate”. 

Register and tone: 

• Register is semi-formal

• Tone is persuasive

Please refer to the appendix for a list of text type conventions. 
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Appendix: Text type conventions (Criterion C) 

The most common and recognisable conventions of the text types are given below: 

Article  

• Headline / title

• Writer’s name

• Date of publication

• Brief introduction and conclusion

Blog 

• Title

• Time / Date

• Writer’s name / username

• Reference to audience (directly, or through use of “we” and “you” etc)

Card 

• Name of the recipient and sender

• Opening salutations

• Closing salutations

• Date

Debate 

• The topic of the debate

• The opinion of the debater on the topic

• Arguments for or against the topic

• A concluding comment

Email 

• Form of address (“Dear…”, “To…”)

• Opening and closing greeting

• Sender’s name

Interview 

• Title

• Question and answer format or reported speech

• Short introduction

• Concluding remarks (These may be quite detailed or limited to, “Thank you”)

• Name of interviewer

Message 

• Name of sender and recipient

• Opening comment / title/ salutations

• Closing comment or salutations

• time/date/place

N.B. Accept messages delivered electronically (eg text/SMS messages). In such cases, the 
name of the sender is not essential.  
If the electronic message is presented as a conversation/dialogue, this is acceptable as long as 
the person replying is the target audience. 
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Report 

• Date

• Title

• Author of report

• Short introduction and conclusion

Speech 

• Opening address / greeting / statement

• Reference to audience (directly, or through use of “we” and “you” etc)

• Concluding remarks / closing statement




